Turn up the volume on your brand
Brand Visibility Exercise by Susan Newman
The Google Search: Understanding and Creating Long-Tail Keywords
and SEO in Action
When someone opens Google.com and searches for your company name, what
comes up? If they searched your type of business industry or by a keyword or phrase,
does your company come up?
Brand visibility is not just being the answer to your name, but especially what you do
and maintaining that 1st page spot.
You cannot just build a website and social media pages and leave them, thinking they
will do the work for you. They must be updated by adding fresh content, this way you
are consistently adding to the great “core” you established.

So let's go through an exercise together on keywords, SEO and Google Searches and
Results and how to draw much more traffic to you.
The first step is to go to Google Adwords and search the keywords that are relevant to
what you do. In the search I show in the picture, I typed in "brand visibility."

It shows somewhat matching keywords in phrases and the total searches for those
terms. Obviously all these terms will not be right for me and they all can't be used in
every post or page, but it does give me a list of possible words that I can build in
relevant phrases and that are relevant to me.
You will see I selected some of the phrases I thought might help me and as I do they
begin to load into the bottom left, "my keyword ideas." Once you are done with this
term, type in another and you can select some more. As you build this, once you are
ready, you can download a file of the words and you'll be ready to review them and
start to modify them to match you personally.

Next you'll see that I opened the regular Google web search page and typed in Brand
Visibility and looked at the results. Much of what is showing here are websites where
those words are used in the domain name, or the title tag.

However, when I put brand visibility together with design, which is my title, (“brand
visibility designer”) I'm happy to see that I dominate the 1st page. Beginning about 6
months ago I changed my title and have been altering my online profiles everywhere
where I appear so this is what it says now. Total “Brand Consistency” online and this is
what we're talking about here.

Now if I also try brand visibility and put it together with Jersey City, you will see that I
also dominate page 1 for results. Putting your location together with what you do really
is a key to being found locally.

You’ll also see that one of my videos comes up as well, because I put brand visibility in
the description of the video as well as in the keywords of the video.
When I search for my own name, it becomes a bit more difficult to stay at the top of
page No. 1. The reason for this is I am competing on a daily basis with an author and
child psychologist with my same name. To be honest, this was why I started blogging
more frequently and posting consistently on community groups and social media.

Now again if we put together susan newman with design, (“susan newman design”)
then again I dominate many pages. It's also a good idea to go through the first 4-5
pages to see who's been writing about you or linking to your site.

I had gotten to the bottom of the first page of results and noticed links, one of which
said “susan newman design reviews,” so I clicked on it and it took me to the listing for
my company and you'll see the link that says four reviews... which are coming from my
Google+ company profile. Clicking on that link brought the profile up with the reviews.
You'll also see a profile coming from Yahoo, where I also have company reviews.
Be sure you are asking clients to write comments and testimonials as well as
endorsements for you, and in return you can do likewise.
That way everyone's visibility is growing.

